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Executive Summary

The Government of Quebec set a goal of meeting the international target requiring at least 17 percent of its terrestrial areas and inland water to become protected areas by 2020. However, as of March 31, 2020, Quebec’s protected areas covered just 10.04% of the total territory of the province. In addition to enabling the government to meet its target, a larger network of protected areas in Quebec would bring about numerous health benefits for the population.

Studies show that those who regularly spend time in protected areas have better physical and mental health. Physical health benefits include: reduced blood pressure, coronary heart disease and incidence of type II diabetes; reduced overall mortality rates; better general health, etc. Multiple mental health and well-being benefits have also been noted, in particular reduced anxiety, depression and irritability. The health co-benefits of protected areas could also lead to substantial economic gains. By improving the population’s overall health, government’s economic burden caused by health problems will be reduced. However, these benefits rely on guaranteed access to protected areas.

---

Protected areas can also be major allies for combating climate change and air pollution. Many studies demonstrated that climate change can cause serious health impacts for Quebecers.\textsuperscript{5} Heat waves have caused hundreds of deaths in recent years and are becoming increasingly prevalent.\textsuperscript{6} Forest fires, which are already a common occurrence in Canada, can result in anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, and the destruction of property, in addition to burns and death. Flooding has long been the most widespread type of natural disaster in Quebec and is occurring with greater frequency. According to Health Canada, air pollution causes 3,800 premature deaths per year in Quebec.\textsuperscript{7}

Protecting biodiversity by increasing the network of protected areas is also directly linked to protecting human health, as supported by the World Health Organization (WHO).\textsuperscript{8} In fact, the many ecosystems that make up our biodiversity provide numerous services to the human populations: freshwater, shelter, resources, food, etc. Likewise, the preservation of forests ensures the sustainability of watercourses used by surrounding populations for both potable water and for sourcing fish, as well as for flood control.\textsuperscript{9}

By implementing protected areas, the government would also be guaranteeing areas free from hydrocarbon development for the population. In addition to an increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from burning fossil fuels, the extraction methods used for some—such as hydraulic fracturing (also known as “fracking”—are being called into questioned due to their potential impact on human health.\textsuperscript{10}

Several events in recent decades have emphasized the links between the environment and human health: the zoonotic COVID-19 pandemic, floods, heat waves, and the 1998 ice storm crisis are examples familiar to all Quebecers. Humans live in a complex environment on which they are entirely dependent. When we improve the health of the environment, human health also improves. To this effect, protected areas play many roles: providing a natural, high-quality territory that produces health benefits for those exposed to it; providing an efficient method of combating climate change; enabling biodiversity essential to human health and subsistence to thrive; protecting watercourses used by populations through the protection of forests; and limiting the negative health impacts for Quebecers that may be caused by hydrocarbon production.

The idea of creating a partnership between nature protection organizations and healthcare professionals to establish policies that recognize the interdependence of ecosystems and healthy people has already been discussed. Nevertheless, political actors such as the Government of Quebec must join the movement to ensure that their targets of creating protected areas are met, and to ensure that protected areas improve the health of the population to the greatest degree possible, including Indigenous communities and vulnerable and marginalized groups. It is a matter of conserving our natural wealth and protecting the health of the population of Quebec, while ensuring our collective resilience.

With several months left in 2020, the Government of Quebec still has time to meet its target of protecting 17% of its territory, and of ensuring better health for its population through the numerous human health co-benefits delivered by protected areas.
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